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Abstract

Objectives

Multidrug-resistant organisms (MDRO) are considered an emerging threat worldwide. Data

covering the clinical impact of MDRO colonization in patients with solid malignancies, how-

ever, is widely missing. We sought to determine the impact of MDRO colonization in patients

who have been diagnosed with Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) who are at known high-

risk for invasive infections.

Materials and methods

Patients who were screened for MDRO colonization within a 90-day period after NSCLC

diagnosis of all stages were included in this single-center retrospective study.

Results

Two hundred and ninety-five patients were included of whom 24 patients (8.1%) were

screened positive for MDRO colonization (MDROpos) at first diagnosis. Enterobacterales

were by far the most frequent MDRO detected with a proportion of 79.2% (19/24). MDRO

colonization was present across all disease stages and more present in patients with con-

comitant diabetes mellitus. Median overall survival was significantly inferior in the MDROpos

study group with a median OS of 7.8 months (95% CI, 0.0–19.9 months) compared to a

median OS of 23.9 months (95% CI, 17.6–30.1 months) in the MDROneg group in univariate

(p = 0.036) and multivariate analysis (P = 0.02). Exploratory analyses suggest a higher rate
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of non-cancer-related-mortality in MDROpos patients compared to MDROneg patients (p =

0.002) with an increased rate of fatal infections in MDROpos patients (p = 0.0002).

Conclusions

MDRO colonization is an independent risk factor for inferior OS in patients diagnosed with

NSCLC due to a higher rate of fatal infections. Empirical antibiotic treatment approaches

should cover formerly detected MDR commensals in cases of (suspected) invasive

infections.

Introduction

Multidrug-resistant organisms (MDRO) such as vancomycin-resistant Enterococci (VRE),

third-generation Cephalosporin-resistant Enterobacterales, piperacillin/tazobactam-resistant

Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) are consid-

ered an emerging threat worldwide as there are fewer and sometimes even no antimicrobial

agents left to treat infections caused by these pathogens [1, 2]. The impact of MDRO in

patients with hematologic malignancy has been investigated extensively [3–6]. Hematologic

patients colonized with MDRO are at a profound risk of invasive MDRO infections [7–9].

Infections with MDRO provoke prolonged hospital stays, increased hospital costs and nega-

tively impact survival [3, 10–14].

However, only few clinical studies have addressed the impact of MDRO infections (com-

pared to non-MDRO infections) in patients with solid malignancies. As most of these analyses

suffer from several limitations such as focusing solely on critically ill patients treated on inten-

sive care units [11, 15, 16], providing only short-term follow-ups [17] or including various

oncological entities at different disease stages [18], valid conclusions on the overall survival

impact of colonization and infection with MDRO in patients with solid malignancies cannot

be drawn.

Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is the leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide

[19]. Most patients are diagnosed in advanced disease stages and palliative treatment choices

consist of targeted therapy, immunotherapy and cytotoxic agents such as platinum–based che-

motherapy. Patients at all stages are at high risk of life-threatening infections due to invasive

therapeutic and diagnostic procedures, immunocompromising therapy and related comorbid-

ities (e.g. chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) [20]. Large prospective clinical trials report

bacterial infection rates in approximately 10% of patients with limited or advanced disease

stages [21–27] and up to 70% in retrospective analyses [28, 29]

The presence of MDRO colonization in patients with NSCLC and its impact on survival

has not been investigated so far. We therefore sought to determine the frequency, clinical char-

acteristics and clinical impact with a focus on survival outcomes of MDRO colonization in

patients with NSCLC in a retrospective single center analysis.

Material and methods

Defining the study population

Patients diagnosed with NSCLC, stages I-IV according to the Union International Contre le

Cancer (UICC) 7th edition between 2012 and 2016 and screened for MDRO (definition see

below under “screening procedures and definitions”) within a time period of 90 days calcu-

lated from pathological confirmed first diagnosis of NSCLC were included to this analysis.
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Exclusion criteria were history of or concomitant underlying second malignancy—aside from

localized non-melanoma skin cancer (e.g. basalioma) that had been curatively treated -, insuf-

ficient case documentation and missing MDRO screening. Patient data used in this study were

provided by the University Cancer Center Frankfurt (UCT). Written informed consent was

obtained from all patients and the study was approved by the institutional Review Boards of

the UCT and the Ethical Committee at the University Hospital Frankfurt (project-number:

STO-01-2016, Amendment 1, 06.06.2018).

Screening procedure and definitions

According to German infection law (Infektionsschutzgesetz, IfSG) [30] execution of an infec-

tion control protocol in order to prevent the transmission of infective agents, such as MDRO

is mandatorily required. At the University hospital Frankfurt, this legal requirement by IfSG as

well as the recommendations of the Commission for Hospital Hygiene and Infection Preven-

tion (KRINKO) at the Robert Koch Institute, Berlin, Germany (e.g. recommendations for pre-

vention and control of MRSA in medical and nursing facilities; [31]) are entirely fulfilled.

Therefore, patients reporting defined risk factors, e.g. arriving from high-prevalence countries,

e.g. including but not limited to countries from the middle east, south-east Asia and India for

MDRO, being refugee as well as patients admitted to any intensive/intermediate care unit as

well as all patients admitted to the thoracic surgery ward and patients admitted to the clinical

oncology ward need to be screened for MDRO at the day of admittance by nasal, rectal and

pharyngeal swabs [32, 33].

MDRO were defined as Enterococcus faecium or Enterococcus faecalis with vancomycin

resistance (VRE) and Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA). Multidrug-resistant

gram-negative bacteria were defined as Klebsiella pneumoniae, Klebsiella oxytoca, Escherichia
coli, Proteus mirabilis with extended spectrum beta–lactamase (ESBL)–like phenotype as well

as Enterobacterales, Acinetobacter baumannii and Pseudomonas aeruginosa resistant against

piperacillin, any 3rd/4th generation Cephalosporin, and fluoroquinolones ± carbapenems

[31].

Patients were defined as “colonized” if an MDRO was detected (MDROpos) in at least one

nasal, rectal or pharyngeal swab. Screened patients without evidence of MDRO colonization

were defined as MDROneg. In case of multiple MDRO screenings within the predefined time

period at first diagnosis, the first screening result defined group assignment.

Detection and molecular resistance analysis in MDRO

Rectal swabs were collected using culture swabs with Amies collection and transport medium

(Hain Lifescience, Nehren, Germany) and were afterwards streaked onto CHROMagarTM

ESBL plates (Mast Diagnostica, Paris, France), chromID CARBA (bioMérieux, Nürtingen,

Germany), chromID VRE (bioMérieux), chromID OXA-48 (bioMérieux), Brilliance

MRSA-Agar (Oxoid, Wesel, Germany). Matrix-assisted-laser desorption ionization-time of

flight analysis (MALDI–TOF) and VITEK2 (bioMérieux) were used to identify gram negative

species, when growth was detected. Antibiotic susceptibility testing was carried out according

to the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) guidelines by VITEK 2 and antibiotic

gradient tests (bioMérieux) or agar diffusion (Oxoid). Carbapenemase encoding genes were

detected via polymerase chain reaction analysis and subsequent sequencing from carbapenem-

resistant Enterobacterales including the bla genes for carbapenemases OXA–48, OXA–48 like

and KPC, NDM, VIM, IMP as well as OXA–23, OXA–24, OXA–51, and OXA– 58 for A. bau-
mannii [34]. For the detection of MRSA, nasal and pharyngeal swabs were inoculated on Bril-

liance MRSA Agar (Oxoid, Wesel, Germany). Identification of MRSA species was done by
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MALDI–TOF and antibiotic susceptibility testing using VITEK 2. The clonal identity of

MRSA isolates was analyzed by staphylococcal protein A (spa) typing using the Ridom Staph-

Type software (Ridom GmbH, Würzburg, Germany), as previously reported [32, 34]. All labo-

ratory testing was performed under strict quality-controlled criteria (laboratory accreditation

according to ISO 15189:2007 standards; certificate number D–ML–13102–01–00, valid

through January 25th, 2021).

Study endpoints

Predefined primary study endpoints were event-free-survival (EFS) and overall survival (OS)

compared between MDROpos and MDROneg groups, taking into account known confounding

variables such as gender, age, disease stage, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG)

Performance Status, NSCLC histology, smoking status and concomitant diseases in multivari-

ate analysis. Event-free-survival was defined as the time period until re-occurrence of histolog-

ically confirmed lung cancer after curative treatment or the time period until next treatment

line or death from any cause, whichever came first. Patients who were still alive at data cut-off

were censored with regard to OS at the date of last contact. Patients who did not die or did not

show any of the above-mentioned events at the time of the data cut-off were censored with

regard to EFS analysis at the date of last contact.

Secondary endpoints were the distribution of causes of death stratified by MDRO coloniza-

tion status and number and length of hospital stays stratified by cause of inpatient treatments.

The specific causes of death were extracted from the letter of notification or death certificate.

Exploratory endpoints were the rate of subsequently detected invasive MDRO infections and

evaluation of antibiotic approaches in MDROpos patients with infectious complications.

Finally, we planned to compare the eligible study cohort to patients who were primarily

excluded from the analysis due to missing MDRO screening (off-target population).

Statistical analysis

The number of all included patients and recorded variables were reported descriptively. Sur-

vival analyses were performed using the Kaplan-Meier method for estimation of the percent-

age of surviving patients and the log-rank test for comparing patient groups. Cox proportional

hazard regression analysis was used for multivariate analyses. Proportional hazards assump-

tion and residuals were checked formally and graphically. Schoenfeld residuals for all covari-

ates were verified to be independent of time. Competing risks of death and their cumulative

incidences were analyzed using R’s cmprsk package implementing the proportional subdistri-

bution hazards’ regression model described in Fine and Gray (1999) [35] with failure types as

indicated and MDRO colonization as a binary covariate. Comparative analyses for differences

in proportions and other numerical variables between study groups were performed using

Chi2 test and Mann-Whitney U test. A p-value below 0.05 was considered statistically signifi-

cant. R version 3.5.1 and GraphPad Prism version 6.01 were used for statistical analysis and

reporting of the data collected for this study.

Results

Study population and off-target analysis

We identified 639 patients diagnosed with NSCLC between 2012 and 2016 in the institutional

cancer registry of the University Hospital, Frankfurt am Main, Germany of whom 295 were

available for further analysis. A CONSORS flow chart showing the process of inclusion of eligi-

ble patients into the analysis is available in S1 Fig in S1 File. Twenty-four patients (8.1%) were
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colonized with MDRO (MDROpos). Two hundred seventy-one patients (91.9%) were defined

as MDROneg within the screening period. Median time to first MDRO screening calculated

from first diagnosis was 20 days (range, 0–84 days). Comparative descriptive statistics of the

study groups are illustrated in Table 1. Median age was 66 years (range, 29–90 years). Approxi-

mately 80% had an ECOG performance status of 0 or 1 and one third of all patients presented

with metastatic disease stage (UICC IV). The majority of patients were former or active

Table 1. Patient and disease characteristics.

All patients

(n = 295)

No MDRO

(n = 271)

MDRO colonization

(n = 24)

P value�

Gender female 110 (37%) 106 (39%) 4 (17%) .05

male 185 (63%) 165 (61%) 20 (83%) .05

Age at diagnosis, median (range),

years

67 (29–90) 67 (29–90) 70 (53–90) .17

Smoking history 209 (71%) 192 (71%) 17 (71%) 1

ECOG performance score� 2 (%) 281 (95%) 259 (96%) 22 (92%) .72

UICC IA 50 (17%) 45 (17%) 5 (21%) .81

IB 19 (6%) 18 (7%) 1 (4%) .97

IIA 22 (7%) 21 (8%) 1 (4%) .81

IIB 25 (9%) 24 (9%) 1 (4%) .68

IIIA 61 (21%) 54 (20%) 7 (29%) .42

IIIB 19 (6%) 19 (7%) 0 (0%) .36

IV 99 (34%) 90 (33%) 9 (38%) .84

Presence of brain metastases 48 (16%) 47 (17%) 1 (4%) .17

Histology Adeno NSCLC 160 (54%) 150 (55%) 10 (42%) .28

SCNSCLC 127 (43%) 113 (42%) 14 (58%) .17

other 8 (3%) 8 (3%) 0 (0%) .84

Mutations (pos. / neg.) ALK 3 (1%) / 32 (11%) 2 (1%) / 29 (11%) 1 (4%) / 3 (13%)

BRAF 2 (1%) / 5 (2%) 1 (0%) / 4 (1%) 1 (4%) / 1 (4%)

EGFR 15 (5%) / 33 (11%) 15 (6%) / 30 (11%) 0 (0%) /3 (13%) .45

KRAS 15 (5%) / 14 (5%) 13 (5%) / 13 (5%) 2 (8%)/ 1 (4%)

ROS1 4 (1%) / 12 (4%) 3 (1%) / 11 (4%) 1(4%) / 1 (4%)

Comorbidities Diabetes 56 (19%) 44 (16%) 12 (50%) .0002

HIV 9 (3%) 9 (3%) 0 (0%) .77

Heart disease 60 (20%) 53 (20%) 7 (29%) .39

Kidney disease 52 (18%) 45 (17%) 7 (29%) .21

Liver disease 9 (31%) 8 (3%) 1 (4%) 1

1st line treatment approach Surgery only 69 (23%) 63 (23%) 6 (25%) .85

Surgery + adjuvant / neoadjuvant platinum

based CTX

101 (34%) 93 (34%) 8 (33%) .85

RCTX 11 (4%) 11 (4%) 0 (0%) .31

Target Therapy 4 (1%) 3 (1%) 1 (4%) .21

Platinum-based CTX 95 (32%) 87 (32%) 8 (33%) .68

Other 5 (2%) 5 (2%) 0 (0%) .50

BSC 5 (2%) 5 (2%) 0 (0%) .50

Unknown 5 (2%) 4 (1%) 1 (0%) .35

Count data is shown unless indicated otherwise. �Differences between colonized and non-colonized patients were tested. Mann-Whitney U test was used to calculate P

value for age. Except for EGFR, gene mutations were not tested due to missing data. CT, chemotherapy; TKI, tyrosine kinase inhibitor; NSCLC, non- small cell lung

cancer; SCNSCLC, squamous cell NSCLC.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0242544.t001
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smokers. Aside of concomitantly underlying diabetes mellitus that was more frequently pres-

ent in MDROpos patients, we did not find significant differences in patient or disease charac-

teristics between MDROpos and MDROneg patients in univariate and multivariate analysis (S2

Table in S1 File).

First-line treatment approaches did not differ significantly between study groups. Notably,

only a minority of patients diagnosed with driver mutations received a first-line targeted ther-

apy. This is partially owed to the fact that ALK, ROS1 and BRAF inhibitors were first approved

for first line treatment in Germany in late 2016 and 2018, respectively. Five patients in the

MDROneg group and no patient in the MDROpos group received best supportive care only.

We then compared the eligible study cohort with patients identified in the registry without

MDRO screening within the predefined time frame. The off-target population (107/402;

26.6%) was significantly younger (p = 0.001), had a higher proportion of patients with ECOG

3 or worse performance status in addition to a higher proportion of patients with advanced or

metastatic disease (p = 0.0001) (S3 Table in S1 File). Besides diabetes, which was more preva-

lent in the study cohort (p = 0.004), other comorbidities were well balanced. The OS of the off-

target cohort was significantly inferior compared to the study cohort, yet no survival differ-

ences in patients with advanced or metastatic disease (IIIB, IV; UICC 7th) between the overall

off-target and the study population were noticed (not shown).

MDRO

A total of 24 patients (8.1%) were screened positive for MDRO colonization. Detailed informa-

tion on resistance phenotype of all MDRO is shown in S4 Table in S1 File. Enterobacterales
were by far the most frequent MDRO detected with a proportion of 79.2% (19/24), all of which

had phenotypical resistance to 3rd/4th generation Cephalosporins (Ceftriaxone, Cefotaxime,

Ceftazidime, Cefepime). Additionally, most species were resistant to piperacillin and more

than half were resistant to folate pathway inhibitors (Trimethoprim/Sulfamethoxazole). Resis-

tance against aminoglycosides (Amikacin, Gentamicin), tigecycline and fosfomycin were

infrequent. All MDR Enterobacterales detected were susceptible to carbapenems (Imipenem,

Meropenem, Ertapemem). Enterococcus faecium with resistance to ampicillin, carbapenem

and fluoroquinolones (Levofloxacine, Ciprofloxacine, Moxifloxacine) and incomplete resis-

tance to glycopeptides (Vancomycine, Teicoplanin)(3x vanB phenotype, 1x vanA phenotype)

were detected in 16.7% (4/24) of all MDROpos cases. Additional resistance to aminoglycosides

(high-level) and tetracyclines was detected in one case each. One MRSA (4.2%, 1/24) with phe-

notypical resistance against fluoroquinolones, lincosamides (Clindamycin) and macrolides

(Erythromycin) was identified. The most common location for MDRO colonization was rectal

(95.8%) in all but the MRSA case, which was detected in a nose swab.

The incidence of subsequent colonization with multiple MDRO in MDROpos patients

within the screening period was 25%, 3 patients acquired additional ESBL-producing species

and 3 patients acquired additional VRE. Altogether, 16 patients in the MDROneg group were

subsequently screened positive for MDRO after a median time calculated from first diagnosis

of 495 days (range, 109–1231 days). Because subsequent screening procedures in patients with

NSCLC were only irregularly performed, especially in patients who were mainly treated on an

outpatient basis, further analyses on these patients (with subsequently acquired MDRO coloni-

zation) were not carried out due to probable selection bias of this subpopulation.

Primary outcome analysis: Survival

Kaplan-Meier estimates for EFS and OS of the overall population and stratified by MDRO col-

onization are shown in Fig 1A–1D. Median EFS did not differ between MDROpos (7.1 months;
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95% CI, 0.0–16.7 months) and MDROneg (10.3 months; 95% CI, 7.9–12.9 months) study

groups with a hazard ratio (HR) of 1.25 (95% CI, 0.74–2.21; p = 0.25) (Fig 1D), that was further

confirmed by multivariate analysis (S5 Table in S1 File). There were 92 censored events

(31.2%) in the EFS analysis. Median OS was significantly inferior in the MDROpos study group

with a median OS of 7.8 months (95% CI, 0.0–19.9 months) compared to a median OS of 23.9

months (95% CI, 17.6–30.1 months) in the MDROneg group resulting in a HR of 1.9 (95% CI,

1.02–3.7); p = 0.036)(Fig 1B). There were 120 censored events (41.0%) in the OS analysis.

When stratified for disease stage (Fig 2A), median OS in the MDROpos study group showed

a significantly inferior median survival time in patients with advanced (IIIB) or metastatic

Fig 1. Kaplan-Meier estimates of overall survival (OS) and progression-free survival (PFS). (A) OS of all patients.

(B) OS of patients stratified by multidrug-resistant organism (MDRO) colonization. (C) PFS of all patients. (D) PFS of

patients stratified by colonization with MDRO. Log-rank test was used to calculate p values in (C+D).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0242544.g001

Fig 2. Competing risks analysis for death. (A) Cumulative incidence functions for relapse mortality, non-relapse

mortality, or mortality not otherwise specified (unknown) of all patients. (B) Cumulative incidence functions of

patients stratified by multidrug-resistant organism (MDRO) colonization. Competing risks regression model [35] was

used to calculate p values for differences in non-relapse mortality (p< 0.00001) and relapse mortality (p = 0.49)

between patients colonized by MDRO and patients without MDRO.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0242544.g002
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disease (IV)(4.4 months vs 10.5 months; HR, 2.9; 95%CI, 1.9–19.6; p = 0.0004) (Fig 2C),

whereas we found no significant difference in survival between MDROpos and MDROneg

study groups with early disease stages (IA-IIIA; HR 1.4; 95%CI, 0.6–3.5; p = 0.39)(Fig 2B).

Stratification by MDRO species did not yield significant differences in OS among MDROpos

patients colonized with VRE, MRSA or ESBL (p = 0.12) (Fig 2D). The negative impact on sur-

vival outcomes was further confirmed in multivariate analysis adjusted for gender, age, disease

stage, ECOG performance status, NSCLC histology and presence of concomitant underlying

diabetes (Fig 3). In addition to MDRO colonization, performance status and disease stage

were identified as independent prognostic variables.

Secondary and exploratory outcome analysis

Cause of death. The distribution of causes of death stratified by MDRO colonization sta-

tus is depicted in Table 2 and Fig 4. There was a significantly higher rate of non-cancer-

related-mortality in MDROpos patients compared to MDROneg patients (p = 0.002) and a sig-

nificantly higher rate of infectious causes (p = 0.002) The most frequently observed infection-

related cause of death was pneumonia with or without septicemia in 5 cases in the MDROpos

group, 2 additional patients died of pleural empyema. The empirical antibiotic treatment

approach in 5 of these patients consisted of agents that were primarily tested non-susceptible

to the detected MDRO. Invasive infections from the formerly detected MDRO within the

Fig 3. Multivariate analysis of risk factors for death.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0242544.g003

Table 2. Equal distribution of causes of death between the MRDOpos and MRDOneg subgroup.

no MDRO (n = 271) MDRO colonization (n = 24) P value

NCR 22 (8%) 9 (38%) .0002

infectious related 8 (36%) 7 (78%) .0002

cardiovascular disease

related

9 (41%) 2 (22%) .24

major bleeding with fatal

outcome

4 (18% 0 (0%) 1.0

Asphyxia 1 (5%) 0 (0%) 1.0

CR 107 (39%) 6 (25%) .40

UKN 29 (10%) 1 (4%) .49

LTFU 113 (41%) 8 (33%)

Causes of death were compared using fishers exact test. NCR, non-cancer related mortality; CR, cancer-related;

UKN, unknown; LTFU, lost to follow up; MDRO Multi Drug Resistant Organism; assessed using Fisher’s Exact Test.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0242544.t002
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MDROpos group were determined in two cases (2/7, 28.6%) (VRE-positive blood culture of a

patient with pneumonia-induced sepsis; evidence of ESBL in pleural empyema). In the

remaining 5 patients the pathogenic organism could not be detected by serial blood cultures.

In the MDROneg study group, 8 patients (36%) succumbed to infectious complications, 4 of

which had evidence of an invasive pathogen. One of these patients died of pneumonia-induced

sepsis caused by a subsequently acquired (after the initial screening period) piperacillin- and

carbapenem-resistant Pseudomonas aeruginosa, whose profile of resistance could not be con-

sidered at the time of initial antibiotic treatment.

Number and duration of hospital stays. Overall, there were no differences in number

and duration of all-cause hospital admissions between MDROpos and MDROneg patients. Like-

wise, there were no differences in number and duration of hospital admissions for infectious

complications between MDROpos and MDROneg study groups (S6 and S7 Figs in S1 File).

Comparison of number and duration of inpatient treatments between study groups were how-

ever not adjusted for differences in median survival times between MDROpos and MDROneg

patients.

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first study that aimed to determine the clinical impact of MDRO

colonization in patients with NSCLC. We show that MDRO colonization is an independent

risk factor for impaired overall survival, independent of confounding variables, such as perfor-

mance status and disease stage.

Our study demonstrates considerable colonization rates (8.1%) with ESBL producing Enter-
obacterales and VRE species in patients with NSCLC across all subgroups in terms of age,

stage, performance status and concomitant underlying (renal, heart, liver) diseases among

other variables. We encountered a significantly higher co-occurrence of diabetes in patients

screened positive for MDRO. Diabetes has previously been identified as a potential risk factor

for MDRO colonization [36, 37] and subsequent bloodstream infections with intestinal bacte-

ria due to disruption of the gut barrier [38, 39]. The overall prevalence of MDRO colonization

at admission has been reported to be as high as 10% for ESBL producing Enterobacterales [40,

41], reaching a prevalence of 20% in specific patient subgroups [9], and 2% for VRE [42] in

German tertiary care centers. The colonization rate in our study was slightly lower than previ-

ously reported. Colonization rates are known to be significantly influenced by the patient sub-

groups examined and other risk factors such as antibiotic and surgical pretreatment, proton

Fig 4. Cumulative incidence of death stratified by non-cancer related and cancer related mortality (A) in the whole

study group. (B) stratified by MDRO colonization.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0242544.g004
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pump inhibitor usage, travel habits, prior hospitalizations and country of origin [33, 40, 43–

45]. These factors were not assessed in our study and might contribute to the lower prevalence

of MDRO colonization seen in our cohort. Furthermore, as many patients are seen as outpa-

tients (with less stringent screening), MDRO positive patients may be underreported.

Approximately 80% of non-cancer-related mortality in the MDROpos group was infection-

related as extracted from the corresponding death certificates. We did not observe any differ-

ences in hospital admission rates and/or duration of inpatient treatment (for infectious or

other causes) between MDROpos and MDROneg patients, suggesting that MDRO colonization

by itself may not be a strong risk factor for the frequency of subsequent invasive bacterial infec-

tions in this patient cohort, but instead mediates a higher fatality rate due to more severe infec-

tious complications. However, this data is hard to interpret. Firstly, the number of outpatient

visits (e.g. for infectious complications) could not be analyzed due to insufficient documenta-

tion. Secondly, we do not have sufficient information on the final course of each individual
patient to judge the contribution of infectious-related complications to the death of patients with
progressive cancer. And thirdly, we cannot exclude a misclassification of the cause of death by the
responsible physician.

Infections, particularly involving the lung tissue have been identified as a major cause of

death in several retrospective studies [28, 29]. Patients with advanced disease stages were more

prone to infectious complication and data suggests that they may adversely affect survival.

It has been shown that the increased fatality rate in MDROpos patients is at least partially

attributable to inadequate empirical antibiotic treatment in case of invasive infections [17, 46].

Indeed, in 5 of the 7 fatal infections within the MDROpos cohort, the initial antibiotic regime

did not take into account the prior proven MDRO colonization. Colonizing MDR bacteria

were detected in 2 out of the 7 cases (29%) of pulmonary infections reported here. This is in

agreement with previous reports on the overall low sensitivity regarding the detection of inva-

sive pathogens by blood cultures [47]. Bacteremia is diagnosed in less than 10% by serial blood

cultures of patients suffering from pneumonia despite clinical indications of bloodstream

infections. Nevertheless, gut bacteria play a major role in NSCLC-associated lung tissue infec-

tions [48–50] and empirical antibiotic treatment should be selected considering intestinal

MDRO bacteria.

There is emerging evidence that the gut microbiota affects systemic inflammation and

immunity and there are multiple possible mechanisms linking microbiota to carcinogenesis,

tumor outgrowth and metastases, altered metabolism, pro-inflammatory and impaired

immune-response [51–53]. Almost all colonizing MDRO in our study have been identified by

rectal screening. Susceptibility to and presence of intestinal MDRO has been linked to alter-

ations in the gut microbiota with reduced bacterial diversity [54, 55], which in turn is associ-

ated with reduced tumor response to cytotoxic agents and immunotherapy in lung cancer

[56–59]. This is also supported by reduced clinical benefit from immunotherapy after the

usage of antibiotics in patients with NSCLC [56, 60]. In our study, however, first-line EFS was

not different between MDROpos and MDROneg groups, indicating only minor–if any–influ-

ence of MDRO on response to conventional antineoplastic therapy. As immunotherapeutic

agents were not approved for first-line treatment in NSCLC until 2017, we cannot draw con-

clusions regarding the impact of MDRO colonization on the treatment response to immuno-

therapeutic agents. Prospective studies are needed to further address the relevance of MDRO

colonization and the impact of intestinal microbiota alterations on tumor response to immu-

notherapy and/or cytotoxic agents.

Finally, there is conflicting evidence, whether MDR bacteria have additional genomic con-

tent including factors known or supposed to be associated with increased virulence [61, 62].

Vancomyin-resistant E. faecium and ESBL-producing species have been shown to incorporate
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virulence factors in co-occurrence with genes for antibiotic resistance [63–68] and these fac-

tors might overall contribute to the higher mortality seen in MDROpos patients. However,

since genetic analyses addressing the co-occurrence of virulence factors other than antibiotic

resistance genes were not performed, we can only speculate on their influence on the overall

mortality outcome in our study.

We fully acknowledge the limitations of a retrospective analysis conducted in a single tertiary

treatment center. Significant differences between the study group and off-target population are

indicative of selection bias due to MDRO screening. However, the proportion of patients excluded

from the final analysis due to missing MDRO screening was only approximately 25% of the total

screening population (patients with second malignancy excluded). Additionally, due the overall

limited sample size our results need confirmation in larger series before drawing final conclusions

regarding the impact of MDRO colonization in patients with oncological diseases. However, we

believe that our findings corroborate available data collected in patients with (dominantly) hema-

tologic malignancies that consistently show inferior survival outcomes in patients either with inva-

sive MDRO infections or MDRO colonization [3, 5, 9, 12–14, 17, 69–71].

Conclusion

We conclude that MDRO colonization our population is an independent risk factor for infe-

rior OS in patients diagnosed with NSCLC. Impairment Patients with advanced or metastatic

disease seem to be at highest risk for impaired survival. Furthermore our data suggest, that a

higher rate of non-cancer related mortality and infections in particular might contribute to the

inferior survival in MDRO colonized patients. Given the high and rising rate of MDRO coloni-

zation in oncological patients, early and frequent screening is warranted in both outpatient

and inpatient settings. Empirical antibiotic treatment approaches need to cover formerly

detected MDR commensals in cases of (suspected) invasive infections.

More studies should elucidate the impact of MDRO colonization and intestinal bacterial

diversity within the rapidly changing landscape of antineoplastic treatment options in patients

with NSCLC.
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